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Ferret technology is proven to reliably locate leaks over a range of up to
50m on plastic, lead and copper pipes
of between 10mm to 50mm diameter.
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The leak is found and
fixed with minimal
fuss and cost
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Addressing the roadmap and
barriers to building a Hydro Nation
Attend this one day conference to:
• Be at the forefront of Scotland’s development as a Hydro Nation
• Gain insight into Scotland’s excellence in governance and asset management
• Find out what technological innovations will shape the future of catchment
management and wastewater treatment
• Join the debate of how to balance asset optimisation with customer
engagement and environmental protection
• Make new connections with like-minded partners across the water industry

Register at www.water-scotland.com
Follow us @WWTlive using #waterscotland
In association with
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Following successful
trials, Wessex Water is utilising the Ferret leak location technology as its tool
of choice for its supply pipe
leakage (CSL) repair gangs.
Wayne Hansford, supply
R&M contracts manager
for Wessex Water, explains:
“Wessex Water is committed
to reducing leakage and promoting efficient water use, and
as part of that commitment we
offer a comprehensive supply
pipe leak repair policy. One of
our challenges is that costs can
quickly escalate when working on private property and we
have been looking for a way of
managing this budget without
reducing our offering to the
customer. We’ve invested in
Ferret to allow us to better
manage the supply pipe repair
budget.”
With the advent of the Service Incentive Mechanism
(SIM), it has been even more
crucial that any customer impact is proactively managed.
Hansford says: “We have
invested a significant time in
getting the supply pipe leakage process right as this is
one of the key areas where
we interact directly with the
customer. From attending
customer appointments to the
impact of excavations on our
customer’s property, supply
pipe leakage is an area where
there is a potential for SIM to
impact on our business.”
Ferret technology is proven
to reliably locate leaks over a
range of up to 50m on plastic,
lead and copper pipes of between 10mm to 50mm diameter. The system uses a very
simple hydraulic principle to
pinpoint leaks to within millimetres, using the existing
water pressure in the pipe to
drive the unit. The concept of
Ferret utilises hydraulic forces to push an inflatable plug
down the length of the water
pipe under test.
The plug acts like a moveable valve, stopping automatically when the plug passes a
leak because pressure pushing
the plug along the pipe is lost
through the leak.
Richard Ingham, managing
director of Ferret Technol-

ogy, explains: “As most gangs
across the country involved in
service pipe leakage utilise the
cut and cap method, we describe Ferret as underground
cut and capping but without
the associated excavations.
“The operator can move
the plug down the pipe, isolating sections of the pipe at
any point just by inflating
the plug which acts like a line
valve. A small sonde built into
the back of the plug is then
activated using a signal generator on surface.
“Using CAT pipe tracing
equipment the sonde signal is
located from above ground so
pinpointing the leak location.
With such accurate location
of leaks, clients save significant costs by avoiding unnecessary excavations, reinstatement charges and gang time.”
Wessex Water uses the Ferret as a find and fix tool for

“One of our
challenges is that
costs can quickly
escalate when
working on
private property”
its repair gangs, and prior to
adopting the technology, the
company used a mix of acoustic technology, the cut and
cap method of leak location
as well as gas emission detection techniques.
The company initially trialled three units across its
three key regions over a five
weeks, undertaking a detailed
cost comparison against the
company’s existing techniques. The trial evaluated 40
repair jobs, showing a saving
of 236 hours of gang time.
Having invested in six Ferret units, this saving, pro-rated across 12 months, equates
to a potential saving of more
than £160,000 per year,
which equates to an investment payback of just less than
three months per unit. n
www.ferret-technology.co.uk

